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SANDSPUR REFORM IS NOW UNDERWAY
matm
by Beverly Ott
Just to prove how legend can ge
around after a few centuries of in
activity, Captain Kidd made Win
chell's column last week. However,
let it be said that Barbara Lewis
and Paula Shapiro rediscovered the
fabulous fellow first, and although
Walter made no mention of the
forthcoming Independent Show (an
oversight, no doubt), the musical
will speak for itself in Annie Russell Theatre beginning May 12.

Dr. Martim Speaks
On America's Roll
In World Peace
The International Relations Club
held its weekly meeting, April 21
in the Alumni House. After routine
business had been disposed of, th'
members enjoyed the informative
and interesting panel discussion
headed by Dr. John Martin, the dis
tinguished lecturer and counselo
on international affairs.
Dr. Martin spoke of the vital roL
which we in America must play to
guide the rest of the world to peace.
Since we are the one nation which
has the potentialities to lead, we
cannot fail to utilize our strength.
Dr. Martin went on to say that we
must publicize our way of life to
the rest of the world. He brought
out the fact that contrary to what
the Communists postulate, the United States is not all out for Capitalism. As a matter of fact, there are
many institutions existing in our
country which are pure socialistic
orgai^ations. The talk concluded
with a question and answer period
which provided the members present with an opportunity to discuss
further the views expressed by Dr.
Martin.
The success of this meeting has
prompted the members of the club
to extend invitations to speak to
other distinguished lecturers. Plans
3 discussed to bring to the attention of the student body the
teresting and informative talks
which will be held in the Alumni
!ouse. Anyone who is concerned
ith the international crisis is invited to attfend our next meeting
to be held Wednesday, April 28, at
:15.

From the syndicated Broadway
column comes the n e w s that
". . . Captain Kidd lived at 199
Pearl Street" in New York. Also
mentioned was the fact that he
originally was given support by
some New Yorkers who shared in
the famed pirate loot." This came
as surprise confirmation of the accuracy of the mythical musical
story whipped up by Lewis and
Shapiro.
The Rollins presentation deals
with the adventures of the captivating Kidd, and his brave crew
in a small Dutch village on the
Hudson River in the late 16th Century. Chap McDonnell will be seen
in the title role. Louise Rothemul
and Art Swacker share honors as
the romantic leads. Martha McDonald has the most_ prominent
comedy lead. Ken Fenderson and
Bob Boyle are teamed as Sir Horace and Sir Herbert, conscientious
British spies of questionable intelligence. Others in the cast include
Patty Ann Jackson, Dick Hill,
A quest for knowledge, the EsMargy Mountcastle, Sam Burch'
peranto of students all over the
Redding, Ranny Walker, Jim world, will lead many American
McMenemy, Lee Smith, Betty Roe- ] coeds to Europe this summer. An
buck, Jim Popeck, Jim Bedortha, ] estimated forty-six colleges and
Don Brineger, Cy Ljberman, Lynn , universities, from Perugia in the
Lahn, Helen Ellis, Ann Turley, boot of Italy to Oslo in the fiords
Jean Reinhardt,
M a r y Alice of Norway, are offering special
Adams, Pat Van Sickle, Carol courses for foreigners. If you act
Austin, Norma Jean Thaggard.
'
(Continued on page 3)

Mile. Urges Students
To Study Abroad

Drama Festival To Be Held Robert Setzer
Presents Recital
In Fred Stone Theatre
The annual Florida Drama Festival for high schools will be held
inin the Fred Stone Theatre this
Friday and Saturday.
The schools represented are:
Panama City, Miami Beach, Wintec*
Park, Miami Edison from Miami,
by Beverly Ott
Robert E. Lee from Jacksonville,
Donald S. Allen's presentation of
and Orlando Senior High. Each will
•present a one-act play.
Somerset's Maugham's "The CirThe judges will select the best cle" will open in Fred Stone Theplay and the six best actors to atre, May 3 and play through May
form the All-State Acting Group, 6. The play, originally scheduled
At 1:30 Friday the first three ifor April 30 opening, was postplays will be presented. Saturday ; poned due to schedule complicamorning at 9:30 the remaining tions
Pearl Jordan will be seen in a
will be given. Since the seating capacity of the Fred Stone hilarious characterization of Kitty,
Theatre is limited, the public is a wayward wife, who after a number of years absence returns to
not invited.
The committee in charge of the visit her husband and brings along
Festival include the chairman Prof. the man with whom she ran away.
Donald S. Allen, Rollins College, Pearl has had previous roles in
Miss Mildred E. Murphy, Orlando "The Night of January 16th," and
Senior High, and Mrs. Olive Park, "Joan of Lorraine." Virginia Estes,
Winter Park High. Professor Al- who appeared in "The Old Maid,"
len stated that Friday evening the and "The Night of January 16th",
participants of the festival will be portrays Elizabeth, who is about
to leave her husband. Kitty arrives
the guests of the Annie Russell
in time to try to prevent her from
Theatre for the presentation of making what the elder woman conThe Cherry Orchard. Miss Murphy siders a definite mistake.
s taking care of the housing arEd Copeland, F r e d Taylor,
angements, and Mrs. Park has
planned a luncheon for Saturday at Charles Dawson, David Meifert,
William
Fetner, and Patricia War-,
the First Methodist Church, at
hich time the awards will be pre- ren are all prominent members of
the cast.
sented.
Tickets will be sold only on
nights, of performances, due to the
limited seating capacity of the Fred
Stone Theatre. The boxoffice will
open at 7:45, and the curtain goes
up promptly at 8:15 p. m.

Wayward W i f e

Warns Women

Saute Explains

W o r l d Federalism
I am writing this to explain what
me of us are striving for when
e talk about peace through fed•al world government. We are not
,e visionaries and dreamers; on
the contrary, we are very practical
dividuals intent on preserving
and improving the way of life we
know and love.
One Sunday four years ago when
was asked to conduct the service
the Knowlep Memorial Chapel,
I took as my text "What is Truth."
Essentially what I said was that to
best of my knowledge and ex-

Lana Turner Weds Again
Of news to all the eligible males
on the campus was the whirlwind
marriage of one Miss Lana Turner
last Monday night. When word
reached fraternity row there were
many attempts at suicide the Sandspur was informed this morning.
Only after a hair raising rescue by
five inmates of Hooker Hall was
H. B. Baxter persuaded to climb off
the third floor balcony overlooking
Lyman Hall. But what is bad news
for the males was good news for
the females for hilarious shouts of
glee could be heard coming from
all the sorority houses in praise of
Tyrone Power who it seems according to one coed is now foot loose
and fancy free.

Pan-American League
Elections
Election of officers was held last
Thursday night by the Pan American League at the Casa Iberia.
New officers were: President, Margot Hache; Vice President, Jon de
Uresti; Secretary-Treasurer, Maude
Trisman.
Last year's officers were: President, Carol Austin; Vice President,
Mary Upthegrove; Secretary, Mary
Alice Adams; Treasurer, Jon de
Uresti.
The'old officers expressed their
appreciation for the co-operation
they received from their faculty advisors, Mrs.iLamb, Mrs. Campbell,
and Dr. Minor.

On Wednesday evening, May 5tb
at 8:15 P. M., Robert Setzer will
present his Junior Organ Recital
at Knowles Memorial Chapel.
Setzer will be assisted by Michael
Malis.
PROGRAM:
I.
Chaconne
„ _
Bustehudo
Chorale Preludes
"Ich Ruf" Zue Dir, Herr Jesu
Christ
.__._ Bach
"Herzlich Thut Mich Erfreuen
Brohms
"O Durchbrecher Aller Bande'
Karg-Elert, Op. -65
"Toccata and Fugue"
_____ Bach

Confutatis Maledictis
REQUIEM)

Chorale
Minor _
Franck
IV.
Where 'Er You Walk (from
SEMELE)
Handel
ear Me! Ye Winds and Waves
(from SCIPIO)
Handel
Mr. Malis
V.
Sonatine (Arfdonte Con Mato
_-_ _.- Leo Sowerby
Carillon - Sortie
Henri Mulet
Setzer has appeared twice
guest organist in the Rollins Organ
Vesper Series. His last recital was
February 11. As organist of All
Saints Ch*irch, he played recitals
ch Sunday afternoon during the
Lenten season. On May 15, he will
presented in recital on the
organ at Trinity Lutheran Church
Orlando.
Malis, well known baritone
Winter Park and Orlando, has sung
perience there is no such thing as in numerous school functions
absolute truth. There are several jwell as appearing as guest singer
approaches to truth; theological, j in local hotels. He presented his
philosophical,^ scientific, and artis- t Junior Recital April 25 at the Win
tic, to mention only fou rof them. ter Park Woman's Club.
I believe that in the best possible
interpretation of truth the several
points of view need to be considered and represented.
Now I wish to suggest that it is
so with peace. Man being what he
is, I see no possibility, in my lifetime at least, of achieveing total
by Marjory Colt
peace. By that I mean the coexisThe Alpha Mu chapter of Gamma
tence in high degree of several
Phi
Beta
sorority and the Rollins
mponents of peace,
: compuneuLto UJ. ^^"^^j^'1 College chapter of Delta Chi fra^
invite the
1) peace r " h r s o ° u l s ' ' o r m e n , 2)|t"'>it>' " " -dially
' ' " " " '•""'"•
*'° entire
°"*'"
, formal "Dancing in the
peace in family relations, 3) peace |"" ^^^f
dance to be held at the
between labor and management, | f "
n Winter
, ^
..
rru..^ Aloma Country Club
and 4) peace between nations. ThatJ
, „ ^ ,
,,
-,..
„,„
, ,
4. 1, t
4- „„„j , Park, Saturday, May 1st from 9-12.
each of these contributes toward
•
•"
'
, . , , ,
-11 Ko „J iwill
Ingram Willox and his orchestra
the goal of total peace will be ad- - » play. The Aloma Country Club
route 426, two miles from the
mitted at once. However, to criticize the movement or to with-hold
(Continued on page 4)
'campus.

Gamma Phi, Delta

Chi Give Dance

Who's YOUR Choice For President?
This newspaper—along with hundreds of other student
publications in every port of the country—has decided
to poll the presidential preferences of its student
readers. Local results will be anncunced soon—and the
countrywide tabulation wiil be publicized national!/ via
press and radio by Varsity, The Young Man's M a g a zine, before the major political parties meet in Phila*
detphio to choose their condidates. This is a vital election—so cost your ballot now, and help give America's
students a stronger voice!

CIRCLE ONE NAME ONLY
Ellli Arnoll

L«v«rett Salfontlall

Harry f. l y r d

Harold E. Stattta

TkORiai E. D t w t y

Relxrt A. Taft

Wllllani O. D<>ii9l«

Horry S. Trumoii

DwIgM D. EfstRhewtr

Arthur H. Vondenburg

CM,

Honry A. Walloct

Douglas MocArthar

Joitpk W. Martin, Jr.

Eorl WarroN

Or:...

..(Writ, in chsie.)

* * *
CIRCLE YOUR PARTY PREFERENCE
Democratic
Republican
Progressive (Third Party)

...(Writt in ehoin)

NOW...

send this ballot to:

: 463 or the aosence slip box by the P. O. window

OPEN LETTER TO THE STUDENT BODY AND
ADMINISTRATION OF ROLLINS COLLEGE
Silence is no longer a virtue.
We've been holding back, trying to turn out a paper on the
trickle of good articles and pap that oozes into the Spur office
anywhere from twelve to twenty-four hours after the deadline. We're sick of being forced to publish everything that
comes in in a frantic effort to fill up the gaping holes in our
format. We're tired of grinding out hurried attempts at news
writing at two A. M. to cover for those that "just didn't make
it".
What's more, you are sick of reading it. You're a flaccid
bunch of unproductive, unco-operative, gelatinous parasites,
but you're still tired of trying to assimilate mediocrity every
week. We know. It's just as sickening for us as it is for you.
Comes the purge.
Our integrity has been bruised, but not bent. There will be
no more blank columns in the Sandspur. We have decided that
it has been too passive in the past; it is time for the paper to
assume an aggressive attitude, and print the thoughts of all
students, instead of the noisy few. Until we have enough material that is fit to print, we aren't coming out, and that is that.
It will be a slow process at first; maybe only two pages,
but remember, the Sandspur has been wasting away for some
time, and recuperation is not going to be immediate.
The deadline for the next Sandspur (if you want another
Sandspur) is 12:00 Monday night. Leave copy in the absence
slip box next to the post office window in the center.
Remember, you might have to read it too!
^^asc-.^^^'^ajafeLi^a^"

PBEXI TO REAO
OPEN LETTEfi TO

Chapel Choir
Cuts Records
Recording date for the Chapel
Choir Album has been set for May

This Sunday in chapel, Dr. Holt
ill read an open letter to President Truman, in which he will ask
that Truman make clear to the
world that his preparedness program is only a temporary measure
until a world government is established strong enough to prevent
"Prexy" a pioneer advocate of
international law and order who
has been associated with every
major peace movement of the past
40 years will make this appeal on
Sunday, May 2, at 9:45 a. m., at
the regular service in Knowles
Memorial Chapel.
In this appeal Dr. Holt said that
he would ask the President to "put
their correct proportion the relationship between the ultimate
political goal of World government
and the preparedness program that
ust continue as long as United
Nations is a league of sovereign
states with sovereignty resting in
the nations and not in UN".
'
During his career as all international peace advocate, Dr. Holt was
associated closely with William
Howard Taft and Woodrow Wilson.
He served as president of the Third
American Peace Congress and was
founder of the League to Enforce
Peace.
3 a tribute to his work as an internationalist, he has been decorated by several foreign governments, including Greece, France,
Italy, Poland, Sweden, Jugoslavia
Denmark.

C. O. HONAAS
AVill Record May 6
6. Mr. Nelson Cornell of the Cornell Custom Record Company will
arrive at Rollins with a truckload
of equipment to be set up for the
record session.
The album will consist of four
ten-inch vinylite unbreakable discs,
and sell for $5.00. The project was
brought about by the interest of
the friends, alums, and former
members of the chapel choir. 1000
albums will be pressed and the delivery date is to be next October.
(Continued on Page 4)

TheWeel<*sNews In Review

Foreign News
General Lucius D. Clay served
itice to the world in general and
to the Russians in particular that
the United States was going to continue to use the air corridor be'een Berlin and the Western ocpation zones. His statement was
made in answer to the proposed
Russian restriction of the air corridor which was set up previously
l^y Four Power agreement. ^
In Palestine the Jewish militia
fought to take complete hold on the
port city of Haifa which was captured on April 22.
In Costa Rica the victorious rebel
forces under Jose Figueres entered
the capital city of San Jose and
immediately took control.

United States News
Harold'Stassen, candidate for the
Republican nomination, was still
barnstorming, this time in Ohio,
fresh from his two political triumphs in Wisconsin and Nebraska.
Ohio's primaries are run off May 4.
In Washington the Senate was
still undecided about the size of the
While most of the nation basked
balmy spring breezes storms
dropped the mercury to 21 in Denand throughout the Rockies.

Local News

A famous Chinese entimologist
hailed Orlando as the most beautiful city he had visited in America. Chang Teh-Ling smilingly told
reporters that the only other city
coming close to Orlando was Washington but that the nation's capital
was too crowded.

Sport News
In the National League after one
week, none of the teams seemed to
have a decided advantage over the
others. As of Sunday there were
four teams tied for first, the Cards
Dodgers, Phillies and Gianis.
In the American league The
Cleveland Indians were still undefeated and the big surprise was the
lowly Washington Senators who at
this writing are riding the crest
of a four game winning streak.
This Saturday sees the running
of another Kenutcky Derby with
My Request and Coaltown favored
for the winning of the roses.
In golf Harvie Ward an unknown
shotmaker from the University of
North Carolina upet Frank Stranahan 1 up in a tense 36 hole match
for the North and South Amateur
championships.
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THUNDERING HEARD

fintered as second class matter, November 14, 1925, at the post otfloe at
Winter Park, Florida, under the act ot March 3, 1879.
Dear Editor,
Subscription Price: By mall anywhere In the United States S1.50 a term
I believe t h a t one of the main
(12 weeks), J2.50 tor two terms, or 13.00 for the fuU college year.
troubles with this world is that
Publication Office; Fairbanks Avenue at Interlachen'
Telephone 187 J people do not recognize something
F'.ditnHn.l Honrd
when it exists If they do recogEditor ...
Vviv. Sholley
News Editor
.'i"i McMenemy nize a person or thing, it is usually
Society Editoi s
(Jenn I.ip8comb because t h a t person or thing isn't
<Jlin Lirnster
Dramatic 1 ditor
11< > erly Oft performing the job it should be doSports Editor
Ken Itowswell ing. People seldom pat other peoI.ayout Ldllor
•Inn Knlsht
Exchanr^ IMilc.r
<.av Tnlly ple on the back for a job well or
Headline rditor
Pearl Jordan
Faculty Advisor
willard "Wattles adequately done. I believe t h a t one
should call a spade a spade whether
Proofreaders '
it is good or bad.
Ann Lewis Turley, Carolyn Maass,' Marjorie Norris
Two months ago I wrote a letter
Business Staff
Advertising Commissioners
(Bobbie Daniels in which I set forth the proposition
(Allison HennlK
Circulation Manager
Sandie Reinsmith t h a t the food in beanery was a disBusiness Manager
Andy Tomasko grace to the college and to the stuReporters
dents who had to consume it. At
Dick Knott, Eleanor Hummel, Jan Chambers, Marg- Colt, Betty Lou
Browning, Pat Furey, Alice Smith, Dana Abbott, Penny Drinkwater, Julie that time the food was a disgrace
Goodman, Beverly Burcham, Patty Ann Jackson.
and I said so. Now, some thing new
Keyhole Correspondents
has been added. The situation has
Alpha Phi
Pat Jenkins
Dhi Omega
Aggie Hendrix been alleviated and the students
3amma Phi Beta
Jo Gunter instead of dreading bean time, now,
Independent W o m e n Jinx Sheketoff
Kappa Alpha Theta
Betty Lou Browning look forward to it. I tliink we
Kappa Kappa Gamma
:
Beverly Clark, Carol Posten should recognize this change for
Phi Mu
Beverly Cotter
Pi Beta Phi
Alison Hennig the better and give a full-gun saAlpha Phi Lambda
Lloyd Faber
Delta Chi
Sam Burchers lute to Mr. and Mrs. Mays for a
Independent Men
Harold McKinney job well begun. Let us hope t h a t
Kappa Alpha
Jim Ernester
Lambda Chi Alpha
Don Ellrott they are here to stay.
Sigma Nu
Dick Knott
—Cecil Van Hoose.
X Club
Cecil Van Hoose
Staff Photographer
Chap McDonnell
Sketches by
Charles Dawson, Carol Austen
Sirs:
Member
We are tired of Wallace, bird
watchers, diatribes in general, and
Plssocided G3lle6iate Press
the Sandspur in particular. When
Disiributor of
are you going to break down and
print something worth reading? We
realize that you are probably all
E S T A B L I S H E D IN 1894 W I T H T H E FOLLOWING EDITORIAL
communist interlopers with hamUnassuming yet mighty, sharf and fointed, well-rounded yet many mer and sickle tattoos on your
sided, assiduously tenacious, yet as gritty and energetic as its name armpits, but you might a t least
imflies, victorious in single combal and therejore without a feer, make an attempt to show the seamy
wonderjully
attractive and extensive in circuUttion; all these will be old Capitalist side of these argujound ufon investigation
to be among the extraordinary
qualities oj ments you are so fond of dragging
ihe
Sandsfur.
across page two. (And we don't
mean Bert Mullen. That small tome
he ground out did more harm to the
conservative element in the campus
than all of Tony Ransdell's neat
statistics.)

Collegiate Digest

Calendar

Inquiring Reporter

OVERHEARD

P R O F I L E S

could give cities in Italy a hard
time. These sites face Italy, Trieste, and Greece.
Pocket subs have been shipped in
dismantled form to Fiume, just
south of Trieste, Torpedo boats
have been delivered to Divuljana
on the Adriatitc; Russian coastal
batteries bristle from natural fortifications ; combat aircraft have
been brought in from Russia to
Yugoslav airfields especially prepared for them. The Sombor field
in northeast Yugoslavia, built by
the Hungarians during occupation,
has been rebuilt by the Russians
and now serves exclusively for
Soviet aviation.
To quotcg two paragraphs from
another NEA article written by an
ex-Yugoslav P r e s s Information
Chief:
" . . . -Last November, Tito confidentially
told the Communist
leader in Croatia:
What's The Reason
" 'We are ready to sink their
(American) fleet in the Adriatic. R's Not Pleasin*?
Against their Atomic bombs we
Now all this effluvia, this critical
shall use our own. Our material
c o m e s from an inexhaustible flapflap, about what is wrong with
Rollins annoys us. Why, hell, there
source.
" 'Russian workshops turn out ain't nothih' wrong. Rollins pos30,000 cars a month. Headquarters sesses something unique. Yes,
have at their disposal 150 divisions that's right — it possesses someready to march on 48 hours notice thing unique. And the malcontents
and capable of wiping out all ob- can go t o ' — Black Mountain, where
stacles obstructing their advance we understand there is a glut of
young things with black-haired
to Paris.' "
Hell—I'M not worried. I belong bangs, intellectual heavy hornrimmed
glasses, and cast-off Navy
to the Air Force Reserve. DEATH
by bombing is usually instantane- dungarees.
What these unenlightened oafs
ous. I have been in and seen the
results of it. Most GI's have, too. don't seem to realize is t h a t Rollins
is potentially a veritable ShangriBut many people who want
country to remain at its present! La. Why tear down its attributes
military level have seen nothing and attempt to reform it into a
more than pictures taken three or second Harvard ? Why, all those
guys do is learn. Let well enough
four thousand miles away.
But warfare is not the answer. alone, or, as they say in French,
I am a flrm believer in Peace. How- laissez faire.
Solid, Jack. Okay, how can we
ever, we need peaceful force to
counteract communism. We need make Rollins into the effluvia of
force, not fear. We need a power- the south? First of all, there's the
ful military machine, we need the center. Let's start there and expand
draft, we need universal military in eccentric circles. Now every
training, and above all we need Sunday , . . no, that's another one
WORLD FEDERATION, not only, . . . every Thursday, let's say, have
in the Allied Countries but also in a gutter-rolling brawl in the center.
Russia. The United World, Federal- Cokes and torpedoe juice should set
ists are gaining strength fast, but a suitable mood. A square dance, or
are they gaining strength in Rus- dance for squares, we'll have somesia where we need UWF most? I where else, some other time. Now
don't get us wrong. We say the
hope to hell they are.
more social gatherings the better.
Tony spoke of people being treatOnly pep 'em up. That's it, — ined for typhoid—but did not menject a little of the irrational eletion the force behind the doctor.
ment.
A doctor who treats typhoid cases
Now for social organizations.
has the backing of the Medical
profession, the public health de- Fine, fine. What we need is more
partment, the water department, of 'em. In addition to the usual
the local government, and the po- roster of frats and sorors, let's
lice force to remove contamination have some more. Suggestions? Society for Starr-gazers, Appreciatfrom the area.
When thinking of the future I ors of Tomato-juice-and-worcestersauce-on-Morning-Afters,
ex-Army
sometimes think that those 98,912
in the ETO and those in the Pacific M.P.'s, sun worshipers. In Fact
readers
and
.
.
.
jeez,
you
get the
and CBI now had the best deal afidea. Remind me to change my
ter all.
socks tomorrow. Oh no, that wasn't
Sincerely yours,
it a t all. I'm all confused . . .
TED EMERY.
Back to the point.'^Now the real
point of any thriving educational
Dear Editor:
What is wrong with the Sand- institution is its . . . its . . . educaspur? All right, you can't please tional program. Yes, program. Now
everyone, but at least you can at- what have we got here. Oh yeah,
tempt to satisfy the majority. Ev- the Rollins Plan. That's it — the
erybody is griping . . . "We don't PLAN. The plan is a wonderful
like the Scoop," "The paper is too thing. I know because I read it in
But there's one
impersonal," "Too much Wallace," the catalogue.
"Who gives a darn about who is thing wrong with it. It isn't pracgoing with who," "The writers are tical. What good is all t h a t clasobviously inexperienced," "Some pf sical effluvia going to do you in
(Continued on page 4) y
(Continued on page 4)

In conclusion, we should like to
say t h a t the Sandspur would probably hesitate to publish a condemnation of poison ivy. In short, we
think you stink.
Your for poopier papers,
May 1
George' Pilser
Ernest Schact
April 23, 1948.
Editor, Sandspur:
Tony Ransdell had some fine
May 2
ideas in the April 22 issue of the
Spur, but I disagree with him on
a few points.
I don't doubt the total casualty
May 3
list, although the British Empire
May 4
had a total military and civilian
casualty of 1,424,634. Our casualty
list in the ETC alone was 554,031,
with 98,812 KIA.
Our Air Force strength a t the
present time is far inferior to Russia's. They have in production ships
similar to our B-29, and I've heard
their jet fighter is superior to ours.
The new 66 group Air Force bill
What was your most embarrassing experience?
up before Congress now will be to
Tonie Faile—The time I was water skiing and my bathing suit strap activate 66 groups which would be
broke.
obsolete for modern defense. I t
Val Stacy—The afternoon I spent wjth Harry Baldwin!
would be made up mostly from
Pete Fay—When I was born!
ships taken from moth balls. It
Jo Dilly—The time I met a boy's mother' and sister and he had lipstick sounds fine to take these ships out
all over his collar.
of cold storage; some of which have
Van Lewis McDaniels—I was away at a big dance and had forgotten my been put in class 26 (Grounded,
evening slip so Mother had it sent to me with a State PoliQeman!
obsolete), all with minor bugs and
Dick Knott—The thought t h a t Andy Tomasco might beat me in t h a t mechanical troubles. I would re^
race!
fuse to fly in many of them.
Arby Arbogast—Boy, I just think of last night and I blush!
After World War I the country,
under one $)oIitical party, shut thi
war out of its mind, thinking that
was the war to end wars. By not
co(Jperating in the 1/eague of Nations, by destroying our arms and
ships, and by making many other
Bill Couch—Then there's that girl who's odd but doesn't think she is.
mistakes,
peace did not last long.
Jim McMenemy—When I'm tight, I'm really very clever!
Today Russia is not cooperating
Anonymous—She's just like a football, always throwing herself around
with
the
UN,
she is arming and
and getting kicked back in return.
building up her armed forces at a
Pete Sholley—Dana, your hair is beautiful — just like spaghetti!
rapid
rate.
.
She
was defeated in
One evening last week the Idoit
Ginny Haar—But I do want to play footsies!
Italy last week( or was s h e ? ) . We borrowed an augur from the Cartmust be prepared this time for wrights (anyone can, you know)
either a battle of words or a con- and bored several peep-holes in the
flict TO GAIN
PERMANENT Theta's woodbox. He figured that
from inside that box he could get an
PEACE.
Let's look at Russia objectively. Idiotic view of the clandestine partRussia may not have the A-bomb, ings that have attracted campusMany thanks to those of you who a pleasant surprise to stumble back BUT SHE DOESN'T NEED THE wide interest.
audibly acknowledged the absence to your room after a grueling **A" A-BOMB FOR ATOMIC WARWith the holes bored, the teleof this column in last week's Sand- period, and find your bed made, and FARE. In an article by a NEA cor- scope focused, the pillow adjusted,
spur, and to those of you who have then, late at night while you are espondent this was pointed out, the Idiot climbed in and closed the
the wrong impression, let me burning the midnight oil, there i s i I will quote the first three para- cover.
hasten to assure you that I did not a knock at your door, and no, it's graphs from the artitcle:
Cloverleaf's curfew tolled first.
spend the time down at the local not a mirage, it's "I'll force a smile i "A radioactve atomic cloud can The Idiot put the telescope to the
if I have to, but I'll smile" Jensen | be created without an atom bomb.
pub.
theast hole and wormed his way
with cooling "cokes", apples, candy Such a cloud could be loosed on an into the happy throng bidding intiI t seems that food is definitely bars, etc. We've really got to hand American City by an enemy t h a t
mate adieus and fond farewells on
the issue this week. Not only has it to them.
did not have an atomic bomb.
and around the 'Leaf. At first he
everyone noticed a decided imThe standard costume for. the
"All that is needed is an atomic took part with Idiotic delight, but
provement in the food at the Bean- student body from now on should pile, plus enough long r a n g e bomb- as time and the cozy couples preery, but it seems t h a t three girls definitely be a raincoat. Wait, don't ers to get some through our de- gressed, he was sorry he had come
at Cloverleaf have more on the hit me. Chamber of Commerce, let fenses.
so close. After all, he reasoned
ball than everyone knew they had me explain. One never knows when
"Russia has an atomic pile, ac- Idiotically, each of these couples
already. The "651" Club managed one is casually strolling along the cording to scientists who are in po- was in a world apart — why not reby Doris Jensen, Betty Downing, Rollins campus on a seemmgly sition to be well informed. They spect their complete privacy? He
and Marnee Norris has become the beautiful day, if the water sprin- say there are six outside this coun- lowered the telescope with an
klers are suddenly going to be
most popular thing since the intry".
Idiotic grin.
turned on .They are everywhere,
vention of the fire escape. Believe
Tony said the Russians had no
With great anticipation, the auand no one can see them which is
troops in Greece. No mention was thor settled down to await cloisterme, the Center is loosing business
the nerve wracking part about it.
fast what with the 651's stock of I stumble through bushes and for- made of Yugoslavia which Russia residents and their dates. Came the
everything from Alka Seltzers to ests to avoid them, but to no avail. has turned into an arsenal- Rocket time, and in nothing flat hundreds
dandruff removers, and they'll even Oh well, how green was our valley! bombs have been installed a t newly of embracing couples dimmed the
built positions in Yugoslavia which already-faint light in the Logias to
laugh at your jokes for 10c! What
The Cherry Orchard Annie Russell Theatre 8:15
TertuUia Casa Iberia 7:15
High School State Drama Festival Annie Russell Theatre
The Cherry Orchard Annie RusseU Theatre 8:15
Stetson Sports Day
High School State Drama Festival
. A.A.U.W. State Convention
Gamma Phi Delta Chi Formal Dance Aloma Country Club
The Cherry Orchard Annie Russell Theatre 8:15
Morning Meditation Knowles Memorial Chapel 9:45
President Holt will r(jad an open letter to President Truman
This will be an interesting service and of special interest to
the Faculty- and the students.
The Circle Fred Stone Theatre 8:15
All College Movie Annie Russell Theatre 7:30
Peace Conference
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. . . . Signifing Nothing

CLEAVER IN CLOVER

Fox, Strong, Corrin, Pugsley, etc.
He soon found that the tlescrope
was unnecessary. Only true love
could make it'possible for a couple
to neck with a couple on each side
of it within an arm's reach. It's
Idiotic, of course, to think for a
minute t h a t such flagrant displ
of affection cheapen and make trite
the sacred gestures of true love.
The Idiot was rather sorry, in fact,
t h a t he didn't have a date with him
in the woodbox. A few drinks, the
warm smell of evening, the proximity of one of the opposite sex,
and the dim light might even have
made him bill and coo a few seconds before light-flash time. It's
funny how quickly the Idiot can
temporarily lose control of his emotions and either try with gusto to
kiss someone or teasingly spar
someone's feeble attempts to osculate.
The one great trouble with the
woodbox was the cover. It was
opaque. So the Idiot missed the one
ir that was closest to him—
the one that was nearest Idiocy.
He missed the affair on top of the
woodbox!
Ed. note: Dear Idiot. Deadline
is Monday noon. Love. Editor.
THE IDIOT

In Defense
Of Everyone
"Challenge and response is the
secret of national growth" . . .

"O.K. kids, the person who was
going to write our profile can't do
it, so what are we going to do?
What can we say about ourselves?
Everyone knows we are the big
three . . . well, we know we're the
big three."

"I know, let's have a take-off on
Roosevelt, Churchill, and Stalin."
For several weeks now, I have
"I want to be Joe Roebuck!"
been following with interest, the
"That idea will go over like a
various controversial articles writlead balloon. I know, Edie, how
ten on one of the political candiabout
one on the three Deans?"
dates for the coming 1948 presi"Oh Dear, leave me be Marian!"
dential election. There has been
some very good challenges and re"I want to be Joe Stone."
sponses given by several of our
"Shut up, Roebuck! It is too close
conscientious students regarding
to graduation."
liberalism and Henry Wallace. I t
"Come on, you all, let's hurry,
is because of the conscientious
thinking done by a few students, I'm tired.'*
t h a t prompted me to write this
"Well, Loie, how about another
article defending everyone's polit- idea, you're the genius."
ical beliefs.
"I can prove she isn't. I'll be
Whether or not we agree with
Joe Freud and test her!"
the views of these students is not
"You
and your tests. Roebuck."
the issue. It is rather that these
"Oh, this is ghastly. Let's get
students are doing some serious
thinking concerning the leaders serious. Roebuck if you don't stop
who govern or hope to govern our doing that, I'm going to clot you!"
Edie, you be Madame Curie."
country.
"What's she going to cure?"
For many of you the coming
"Girls! Girls! it's one o'clock.
1948 election will be your first ex- Can't you be a little quieter?"
perience in voting. It will be the
"Yes, Mrs. Webber.'
first time that you c^n actively
"Good grief! I left my Matisse
take part in the affairs of the gov- books in the car, and I haye a reernment. How are you going to port for Miss Cameron tomorrow."
vote ? Why are you going to vote
•*If you all aren't going to conthat way? Do you know? Have centrate, I'm going to bod-"
you done any serious thinking con"Well, read it over. You havent
cerning the issues involved and the
,id a thing about my personality!".
platforms of all the political can"We'll get to it, Loie. Relax!"
didates who are trying to get your
"Roebuck, what did yon just
support ?
y?"
College affords the best opportu"I said, there's nothing to say
nity for people of all political beabout her except t h a t she is among
liefs to come together and discuss
the missing."
those beliefs. College also affords
"I want a cigarette."
valuable opportunity to learn
"Have you heard the new record,
about the political history of our
'Nature B o y ? ' "
country and to learn of the issues
"Fig leaf and a l l ? "
volved in past elections and to
"I want to be Joe Nature."
see what made some presidents
"Drop dead. Roebuck!"
good and others bad. We should all
"I will not!"
take advantage of this opportunity
"If you all aren't going to get
for political discussion now while
down to business, I'm going to bed
we can.
and I'm serious!"
Many of us have been brought
"Let's do it tomorrow."
\ in families t h a t alwaj4 voted
"I want to be Joe Scarlett!"
for the same ticket no m a t t e r
"Shut u p ! "
whether they believed t h a t their
"You haven't said a thing about
candidate was fully qualified or
y sailing and
fishing."
hP
not. Yes, we have people who
"Or my trips. . . . I want to be p.;
vote Republican because it is a
' p,
family tradition. We have people Joe Halliburton!"
Sh-h-h! Mrs. Weber will yell at '^}
ho vote Democrat because they
have been brought up to hate ev"Well, I'm going to bed—good
erything the Republican p a r t y
I stands for.- Many of these people night, people. Good gosh, I forgot
I never bother to find out what the to feed my rabbit."
candidate's platform is. They don't
fJCa
care. They are going to vote the
Democratic ticket because they Eastern A i r Lines Sends \^
don't want to see any "dad-rat"
Republican in office. This is a de- Representative to Rollin ^
plorable violation of the privileges
On the afternoon of May 7th, Fri- "|etb
for which so many of our early
forefathers fought. Are we going day, from 2 to 4:30 a Mr. Rivers of %<.
to keep on abusing this privilege the Eastern Air Lines wiU be on o
and vote the way our parents vote ? campus to take plane reservations it ,
for the students. He wil! meet any hthe
I hope not.
Today we are deeply affected by one interested in such a reservation k ^
the grave international problems in the Alumni House. At 4:30 he ^^^
facing our country and all the coun- will give a lecture with slides about Jj ^^
tries of the earth. We are affected work with the Eastern Air Lines
by the splitting up of the Northern for either men or women. Everyone
and Southern Democrats, the va- interested in t h a t kind of a job is
vious differences of opinion within cordially invited to attend.
the Repuljlican party, and with the showing a little interest. Why don*
rising strength of the Third party you write into the SANDSPUR
candidates. Now is our chance, giving your preferential presidenRollins students, to break away tial candidate and bell why you befrom the enslaving chains of our lieve him to be the best quahfie^narrow-minded and blind voters. Let's show t h a t we are truly patriNow is our chance to take stock otic and loyal Americans who kn'**
and to weigh carefully the merits that the secret of national groWtl"
and qualifications of the 1948 pres- is challenge and response. Let «s
have some good controversial 9X'
idential candidates.
So far it has been only the Third t i d e s from the Democrats and R^
party advocates t h a t have indicated publicans. You will be performing
t h a t they are not abusing our an infinitely valuable service beAmerican political privileges. They cause you will be helping all Bo'"
are the only people who have shown lins students to see all sides of on^
t h a t they are genuinely interested political picture and you will be
the coming election. Does t h a t helping them to become objectively
prove that the rest of us are going minded American citizens who acblindly on and sticking to tradi- tively put into practice the teachof our Re- * ings of Democracy.
tion? Why can't
publicans

and

Democrats

start

Patricia Furey-

^
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Makes Awards To Seniors

Gently Down The Stream

To Bill Custer we award a seeing eye dog for use every Sunday mornPHI MUSINGS
At last I can get Horsey's nami
During the party, your reporter
by Bev
in this column. He aijd Elaine Mil couldn't help but to recognize that ing, (with a keg of Alka-Seltzer around his neck and in his mouth —
no, not a Sunday newspaper — buuuuut a large tinkling glass of —
If you wondered about the base- ler were at the ball game Saturday the Lambda Chi's had quite a few
Lazy days. Warm sun and cool week, upon the highest diving towtomato juice and tobasco sauce.)
ball game going on Saturday after- afternoon along with Mr. and Mrs. married couples. It was very internights. Clear skies, and a moon at er; with my eye at a telescope,
To Lee Bongart we award Tabu's latest lip stick shade, yellow jaundice.
esting to notice how, that during
noon, the team was made up of the John Sutton.
the fdll. Good weather, to be out watching the moon. Every now
Sam Burchers and Virginia Che- the evening, married couples like Lee would then have the worst of all deseases, yellow jaundice and of doors, just enjoying the business and then a bird would fly across it
Conservatory Gang" and Mr.
Brockosis. As the result of the latter disease, she has the distinction of
Fisher. From reports from by- ney were at the Pelican for the the Darty's, the Meifert's, the Harof living. Although that can be and it would be noted down, time,
being the only girl on campus who can look like the morning after the
done at almost any time, any place. direction and remarks. For three
standers, we understand although Kappa week-end. There was a Del- land's, the Peacock's, and the
night before the night before.
Occasionally I stop ior a few mo- nights, from moonrise to 5:30 A. M.
LS Mr. Fisher's first game he ta Chi and a Gamma Phi at the Ault's, seemed to be the only couTo
Eleanor
Holt,
we
award
one
copy
of
Mighty
Mouse,
or
New
Rements, and look around, and de- there were always two people up
proved to be quite an asset to the square dance Friday night and the ples around the fire at night. Where
public or Flash Gordon or New Republic or Super-man or New Repub- liberately realize that I am alive. there, and the moon was under conteam, Later, pitcher Joanne Byrd, same two were at the beach Sun- was everyone else ?
lic or any of her other comic favorites. Ellie is the only "fem fatal" who I look and feel and smell and hear, tinuous observation for migrating
Catcher Bill Madsen, First Base- day. I'm not mentioning names bemixes business and pleasure, that is, suitors and their pre-requisites, all at once. I become aware of all
ALPHA PHI PHUN
man Kenneth Newburn, and out- cause I hate to see my name in
We
of
a course under France and a third party proclivity. Have you memorized that is the range of my senses; all
fielder Maggie Bell celebrated their print so much.
Martha "Magnolia" McDonald, Sixty Million Jobs yet, Jim?
many stations in the Southern Uniof the people, and buildings, and ted States, all of them gathering
I hope to see all my readers at after her triumph at bareback hoss
victory at the Madsen home.
To
Kaye
(Jane
Russel)
Haenachen
we
award
a
French
translation
of
Another Saturday afternoon go- the joint dance given by Delta Chi riding last Sunday at Dubs, came Ice Cold Katie. Of course this will be sung by the Basque Ink Spots and birds, and the clouds. And then I bird-flying-across-the - moon data.
ings on was the Lambda Chi Picnic and Gamma Pho (slipped that time, back on April 25, with her junior Hulad to by Graham (if I only had a beard and knew the language) use what might be called a sixth All the reports will be forwarded
receptive sense, my imagination, to Ijouisiana State University,
enjoyed by Tiny and Ernie, Martha meant Phi) this coming Saturday recital at the Woman's club
Wallace.
and memory, too, and become where a man named Lowery will
Barksdale and Jack. Much fun by night out at the Aloma Country Orchids to Jackie Bullock, and Dot- To Bert Mullen we award a piece of shoe leather and a corn plaster.
aware of the earth" stretching away see what he can get from them. For
Club. Ingram Wilcox will supply tie Aubinoe, and Martha Moores for
ali, we understand.
With a little mustard he can go into the sandwich business.
from the horizons, and the people instance, what times during the
Spending part of the week end the music, Robbies will supply the the ribbons they won at the horse
To Jim Ernster and Ken Rowswell, we award the undying devotion, in these places, the cities, the night do birds migrate, is there any
drinks,
and
chairs
will
be
supplied
show. . . . Our swimming team, un- well earned praise, deep indebtedness, and heartfelt loyalty of the
enjoying the sun and sand of Dayrivers, and the forests, and then
tona beach were Frannie and Jim by Brother Cartwright. There is der the generalship of Kaye Haenis- Graduating Class of '48 as a very modest token of our esteem for the the places beyond the oceans, and East-West migration, how high do
Jhomas, Marcia and Borris, and "Dancing in The Dark" and a chaen is getting set for the swim- unequaled leadership, unexcelled morality, sparkling wit and person- all who inhabit them. I try to real- they fly, and most important, do
they follow any special air lanes,
Gretchin and Bob. Those sun-burns galaxy of stars will be on hand to ming meet. . . . Our volley ball ality of these clean cut, cross section collegeates.
ize the Earth in it's entirety—and I and if so, these lanes change from
render vocal selections. Uncle Bud team, headed by Penny Crane, is
certainly look fine!
always feel better when I have fin- night to night, or pferhaps season
will be there also. In case you don't still undefeated. . . . Congratulathe prop girl ?" shouted Bailey ished, because I KNOW that life to season ? The riddle of bird miknow where the Aloma Country tions to Dudley Durgin who pinINIXEFENDENT INKLINGS
is not destined for destruction. gration is one of the most puzzling
from the balcony.
Club is, head out for Showalter ned Gloria Parker last week. . . .
by Jinx
"There's no card," offered Bart- And knowing that, I live with re- biological problems known, seemby
Beverly
Ott
newed eagerness and interest.
The chairs are all against the Airport and it is on the right side. Our little scientist, Pedie Rheim,
lett
helpfully.
"There's
no
vest
ingly almost insolvable. Just why
Miss Janie Doakes, prospective
wall, the floor is the stage, and Cor- Mr. Megargel has a big sign out who learned all about birds from
pocket either."
those thousands of miles north,
the Blue Hill Bird Watchers society actress extraordinary, visited RolMy brother has come up with an just for a brief four-month nesting
rin Hall is one continuous scene of front. We'll be seeing you.
"Take
it
over,
Madge,"
called
the
Beacon Street, has now changed lins early this week in order to atold idea with a new twist. I don't period? Why not stay south? Mr.
lis for the Independent
director.
X CLUB EXCERPTS
• affiliations from the above tend a rehearsal of "The Cherry
Show. Songs, dancing, and dia"Madge, MADGE," screamed know just how it would be carried Lowery hopes he can find someAt our regular meeting last week mentioned group to the Rollins Orchard," Rollins Players presenout, but it sounds good. He wants thing to perhaps give him an idea.
Lights! Camera! Action!
Janie.
"Is
THAT
MADGE
MARtation which opened Tuesday and
a hay ride. He wants it on the During this last full moon period
Hollywood or , Broadway should we had as our guest, Doctor Holt, Animated Midnight Bird Watchers plays through Saturday.
TIN???"
who spoke on the origins of the Association. . . . Doris Jensen and
dinky. (We ought to get some good he has been running a station in
take a look.
And
to
make
a
long
story
short
Miss Doakes was converted to
Ginny Guarisco and Rosemary X Club. According to him) the X Nan Morgan went on the X Club
for reason best known to the ed- out of it). It is his well-thought out, Yacatan. There were enough peoe drama upon her first appearHaven caused the excitement this Club was originally founded by boat ride last week. . . . The Alpha
itor, Janie after watching the show considered, sound opinion that if ple on the campus interested so
•ce at Rollins in November when
% week when they prepared them- Darwin, Huxley, and Spencer way Phis and their dates will embark
returned to Lasthope Sound, has some week-end one of those nice that we were able to get three full
Bclves for the costume ball to be back in the 1870's. He spoke ex- for the Pelican next week. Prexy she witnessed activities behind the died her hear red, is sweeping the new dinky diesels dragged a lot nights in, and next month we'hope
es of "Joan of Lorraine." Afgiven at the McDill Field Officers' temporaneously for an hour and a McDonald has organized a full protheatre with twice as much vigor, of cars over to the campus, ~ and for five. Surprisingly, it is not dull.
watching Madge Martin's perClub in Tampa. They had their cos- half and it's the first time the gram.
and goes to night school to learn they were filled with hay. It would I did not particularly look forward
Oyr guest columnist this week formance as Joan, she promptly cut card tricks.
be a lot of fun for an evening. I to keeping my eye literally glued to
tumes all fixed up and then learned X Club has been in order in three
hair
in
bangs,
and
enrolled
in
agree with him. I know just who a telescope for thirty minutes, but
just before they left that it was a years. We enjoyed the president' was Miss Cecilia VanHoose, pinchwinter stock at Lasthope Sound,
I'd ask to go with me. The train I never knew periods of tirae to go
"Gay Nineties Dance." It's safer talk and we plan to have Deal hitting for Patty Jenkins.
where she sold tickets, swept the
could back us all the way out to by so fast. All of us have been
to ask them what they wore—on Cleveland at one of our meeting;
theatre,
and
occasionally
was
alin the future. . . .
K. A. TALK
Oviedo, and push us all the way amazed at the speed of time up
paper it may be embarrassing.
lowed to pull the curtain.
The contest for the sweetheart of
Things didn't really get
home again. Saturday Right in there. Even the two-hour hitch
Alice Virella spent the weekend
Janie returned to the Annie RusFlorida. Pines palmettos, and ev- does not drag. First thing you know,
with her Mother in Daytona, and the X Club got under way full blast way until Wednesday whi
ery car equipped with .running here comes your relief. We had
Pat Meyer went to her home in last week. Who will be Madame pledged Ken Brown. Up until then sell undaunted, however, and
candy and coffee, and a radio playby
Ellie
Hummel
X
?
I
can
not
tell
you
at
this
time
we
did
nothing
but
listen
to
walked
into
the
Green
Room
wavchaperones.
DeLand.
'
but I will give you the candidates from the fabulous Texans. Tex ing a red flag, and yelling, "TovorLife backstage at the Annie RusA word in praise of a fellow (un- ing low, an occasional visitor, and
Copeland brought his boys through ich," thinking she might be dis- sell Theatre is never, never dull. known)) columnist. Of whoever the lake to keep us company. Interchosen by fire chief Mooney,
CHIO CAPERS
covered, and entreated to portray How could it be, with such vivid writes Scoop. The column is great- esting to see how many different
sisted by "Dimples" Dawson. They with the cry: "remember
by Aggie
are as follows: Margot Hache, Jean Alamo." The high point of the a leading role. She was crestfallen personalities in the cast, on the ly disliked, I know, and I know kinds of ripples there can be on
Finding the life of studies a little
Clarke, Edie La Boiteaux, Paula week was the initiation of Buddy when someone grabbed the piece of crew, and in change of direction. that I'd be tempted to set fire to water. And you can always count
dismal for the gay "Chi-Oti
Shapiro, Corky Hall, Nan Morgan, Berhens and George Johnson cloth, stuffed it under a pillow, and If someone should walk in on the Sandspur building if I had just the number of times a Chuck-willsmany of them established a beach
and Elise Oglesby. Chief Mooney Thursday evening. Friday Bob put a firm foot in her mouth. "It rehearsals of the current pro- broken up with a girl, and found widow calls before it changes posihead at Daytona during the weekisn't that kind of a play," he duction, he would see Directr our names there. But I do think it tion. Soon it is time for your turn
said that this list was subject to Tiger Humphreys got a ca
end. The lucky, lucky ones included'
at the scope. Presently the new
wheaties for the hole in o
screamed in her shell pink ear. Howard Bailey giving Ranny
change without notice. . . . The
is by far one of the best written shift comes up the ladder, one of
Jimmi, Nan, Pete, Zoe, and Dix;
"It's a Russian classic, Chekov's Walker guitar lessons for his
nual clambake boat ride through Dubs. Besides getting a new
w Buick
scandal columns I've read.
them slides into your place, and
Saturday night was a big night
Joe
Deidrich
surprised
best,"
another
offered
from
a
rethe lakes of Mount Dora took place
by tell
role in "The Cherry Orchard"
Here's a poem that I found in, of you are ready for bed.
™|for our own Jean Volkert. She
mote corner, and then people
last Saturday night. Out with their ing us that he is engaged,
and then the very talented Mr. all places, a book concerning itself
played second fiddle to a dart board
sumed the conversation that wa
old flames were Swacker and Po- to be married late th
Bailey playing "Home on the with the philosophy of religion:
at the Tepee. "Pots" Chambers and
will
Honeymoon
in
little
Ameri
progress
when
Miss
Doakes
made
lack. Art took Mickey Dean and
I couldn't end this without preRange" and "Blood on the Saddle"
Twinkle, twinkle. little star,
Worm" Schneider reveled
Tom Blakmore was found beating her appearance.
Frank took Corky. Pete Faye and
on the guitar. He would see the
I need not wonder what you are; senting Ed Violante's comment
k moonlight on Lake Dora with
on a tree behind the K.A. house
when he finished a turn at the
Nan Morgan, Jupe Arnold and GinThere were fifteen people in the costumed members of the cast stepFor seen by spectroscopic ken
Friday night at 2:30. When asked
Clubbers, "Sniflfles" Daniels and
scope. "I don't think any of the
ger Brooks, Bob Smathers and Jan
room at the time, and they were ping on each other's trains and the You're helium and hydrogen.
what he was doing, he stated that
"Piggy" Mooney. Flying low at
Patton, Howard Fisher and Janet he had been awakened by a Whip- all murmuring softly above a shout. uncostumed members of the cast
Why hasn't the blood bank been birds I saw were going North.
the Sigma Nu Showalter party
Hetzel and etc., completed the par- poorwill in the tree and he was Finally the discussion drifted to the looking for costumes. He would over to allow us to donate our pints None of them had suitcases."
Rhoda and Don, Jean and
ticipants. Harry Hancock said he merely trying to scare it away. visitor. "You're a cat," was see Dick Hill with a pencil behind this year?
^
Jerry, G. B. and Harry, and Ginger
was going on the boat ride, Pat Chap McDonnell has thrown in the shrieked.
his ear darting about all over the
The lack of awareness on the
id Notie,
German said she was going to the sponge as far as Carol is concerned,
Janie's face fell upon her toes. Annie Russell, and Bev Ott con- part of many students continually
(Continued Irom page 1)
Now that the weekend
"A
calico
cat,"
came
the
additional
Pelican. So they, according to
ferring with Mr| Dorsett on pub- astounds me. Only the other day quickly, choose wisely (keep in
shall once more relapse into the Harry, compromised and went to she just wouldn't give him a tum-, dialogue. Janie brightened considlicity and Mr, D. trying to find a a student saw for the first time mind your language background),
nore serious side of college life— the Pelican . . . Colonel Ed Motch is ble. The Kappa's didn't let him eraWy, and broke into a smile when
suitable
adjective
to
describe
his
get away however, he went to the
what he considered an extremely you still have time to enroll in all
tudying.
sashaying up to Providence next beach with Nancy. Bill Custer is still another member of the group settings. He would see the Green beautiful, strikingly colored bird on
the summer sessions on which we
month for a house party at Brown. once more back in circulation since consoled her with, "That's all right, Room filled with quaint characters, the Horseshoe. It was a red-headed
PI PHI PATTER
offer specific information.
. . . Seet Justice and Bob Smathers the removal of his cast. Who knows dear, some of my best friends are some knitting, some playing cards, woodpecker, indeed brilliant and
by AH
Most schools are open to all stuwerewolves."
are still holding their square dances what will happen this week.
others listening to the radio or vivid, and probably the most comJune Nelson went a-journeying
An elderly gentleman entered the "conversing," and a few studying mon bird on the campus the whole dents of college age. The length of
in the rec hall on Friday nights.
this weekend into the "deep" South
the
courses varies from a few weeks
room. Janie jumped to her feet to their lines. He would see Madge year. Also that group of students
The student body is invited. . . .
two-day stay in Ft. Laud'
offer her place on the floor. "Youth," Martin conscientiously practicing who were unaware that there was to three months. Generally they
Dixie Redding, future sheriff of
GAMMA PHI NEWS
It seems as thought she
are not residential; often the school
she
explained
dramatically,
gesturPulaski, Tennessee,* was doing a
Fraternity parties seemed to be
card tricks and Mr. Dorsett con- a fire in town . "How do you know will find you accommodations. In
ed, tomato-red, that
little campaigning down at the Or- the order of the day this week end; ing around at the activities. "What fiscating the red plastic cherries on there is a fire?", they said. And
vertible.
most cases you'll find the topic is
ange Court swimming pool last Fri- seen at them from Strong Hall do you d o ? " she asked politely.
the belt of Pat May's dress to put all the time the siren was shriek- the culture of the country in which
Tanning at the Pelican Saturday,
"I go to school," the ancient one on the cherry tree on the set.
day night when he put on a clown were
Penny Drinkwater and
ing, not five blocks away.
was Pi Phi Cindy Heideman with
the course is given. The Institute
diving exhibition for the local Helen Fines with Parker Simpson replied.
There
is
no
shortage
of
puns
and
As
a
member
of
the
Rollins
K. A. Tony Ransdell. Another TwoJanie puzzled over that one un- witty remarks at the Annie Russell. Chapter of the Junior Audubon of International Education, 2 West
jokels. . . .
and Frank Markland, respectively,
B^ime. Anita Donnersburger and
45 Street, New York 19, can give
at the Sigma Nu Hangar Party, til someone called "Frank Ent- A typical *-Dorsettism" came out Nocturnal Bird Watchers AssociaJack Flannelly spent Sunday at the
wistle,
on stage," and then she de- one night when Mr. Bailey was con- tion, I spent several hours last you complete information. The Inand
Jo
Gunter
with
Keith
Turner
*Paid political ad.
beach,
(Continued on page 4)
cided
to
follow
and
help
the
old
man
at the Lambda Chi Picnic.
sidering the type of curtain to use.
The "Joy Boys", Hutch and Tuck,
LAMBDA CHI COMMENT
Pris Likely jaunted down to St. up the steps.
"Wilbur," he said, "don't you'think
returned to the campus from
Behind the footlights, Flip Star- a traveler would be better for thJs
Lambda Chi Alpha proudly an- Pete for a week end with her parGainesville, this weekend to
nounces the initiation of Kenny ents. Ed Rice went along and met obin, J. B. Bartlett and a woman type of play than a drop?" Mr.
Angels in Disguise", Marge Horton, Charles 'Kneckt, Richard
with red hair were also glowing. Dorsett quickly replied, "What
the folks.
and Carolyn,
Darty, and Stan Hamblin, on last
Everyone has his cross to bear, The redhead was doing cardtricks about an iron curtain?"
'Pinned-up" Pi Phi of the week Wednesday evening, April 21.
she spoke magic words and
and Marge Colt has her cast! RealOne of the nicest things about
is Bobbie Rawlings who is wearing
Lake Conway saw the brothers ly, she hasn't gained that much then suggested, "Look in your vest the theatre are the cast parties,
Ken Roswell's K. A.
ket." Bartlett looked and pulled which you have all no doubt heard
of Lambda Chi last Saturday. The
ght. She is taking the whole
K. A.'s and Pi Phi's do seem to get party saw action in the afternoon
thing beautifully, and even think^. forth an imaginary eight of dia- about. These shindigs often last ,
;ogeth.
with swimming and plenty of volfunny! Hope you're soon O.K. monds,
till the wee hours, I am- told. (I I
' The Pi Phi's, and Sigma Nu': leyball; After our strenuous sports,
Where's the real card ? Where's wouldn't know. I'm a Freshman).
again, though, Honey Chile.
jj ffere holding their own Saturday food, supplied by tbe Beanery, was
Jo-Jo Hill, one of our alums, enLife in the theatre isn't all play,
night at an informal dance held served. To round out the evening
tertained the Gamma Phi's with a up surprise- birthday party this however, not by any means. There •
by the fraternity in the Showalter the boys were very content to repicnic-swimming party at her home week, complete with flowers and, are plenty of hours of good hard
Airport hangar. Margie Mountand drink their "cokes". Seen
Lake Maitland, Sunday. There ahem, everything.
work on each show, but while i
castle and Dick Knott, Ell
together were Sabe and Van, Don
! loads too much food, which, of
OVERHEARD: Ed Granberry: often complex and exhausting, it
Gordon" Marks, the Tutrill, and Martha, Ernie and Tiny, Jerry
course, made nobody particularly 'If you don't want to dance to soft
also exciting, very fascinating
(Palmer and Betty B.), madi
and "Tex", Keith and Jo, Jim and
music, full moon, and very soft and always colorful. In short, backihappy.
memorable party
Pat, Lee and Barbara, Dud and
visibility
Penny Drinkwater took in the lights at the dance this Saturday, stage life at the Annie Russell is
Glo, Bud and Mona, Bud and Mar- sun at the Pelican again this Sun- bring your own matches."
anything you want to make it.
'^
DELTA CHI NEWS
lyn, Jack and Martha B., Fred and day with Guv Tully. (What these
2 miles
The big news this week
Helen, and our usual couple, H. B. joint dances can't do!) Jo Gunter
j the announced engagements
and Kenny. Everyone seemed to went to Bok Tower this week with
;f Walter Roose, Jim Martin, and
Come in to Ivey's soon and see all the latest swim suits,
have a good time, but come Sunday Walt Hart, and Rici & Jack, for
ei Prank Mayer. We all knew Frank
designed for you and your figure by Gantner. One and
v&s going to take the fateful step morning, and the boys of Hooker the full-moon recital—mosquitoes
^ in June but the other two were thi Hall all seemed rather blue. Those and all!
two-piece styles in the new and famous Gantron, wondarn "cokes".
Dody Copley was given a bangto surprise us. Congratul;
Dressy cottons as featured in Harper's and Vogue
der fabric of the age. Pictured is a favorite style with
\ tion;
the unusual 'hourglass' front panel in the luminous

DO AKS RETURNS

Backstage LiFe

A t A n n i e Russell

Mile. Urges—

Easy

to see,

GANTNER

^'

SWIM

SUITS

For the Lasses of Rollins Classes

Stunning Beach Ensemble from California

FAVOR TAXI
Next to Colony Theatre

CALL 107
Scenic Trip Specialty
"Anywhere in the State"

Gantron.

HARPER'S
"Nothing Too Good For Our Customers"

by Claire McCardell and Tina Lasel

LOHR-LEA
Dress Shop

539 W. FAIRBANKS AVENUE
WINTER PARK

PHONE

12

PARK AVENUE

$14.95
IVEY'S SUN &
FUN SHOP

YOWELUf

/

The Fashion and Quality Store Since 1894

/V»
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ROLLINS

COEDS IN SPORTS
by
Nancy Morrison
For the first time in several years the Kappas won from the Thetas
the TENNIS intramural trophy by a bare margin of five points. The
deciding match w a s the finals of the doubles competition. In this match
the team of Morrison-Norris defeated Jesen-Gates 6-0, 7-5. The total
points for the top three teams a r e as follows; Kappa first with onehundred three and threi^-fourths points, Theta second with ninety-eight
and three-fourths points, and Alpha Phi third with seventy points
The Alpha Phis were the big,scorers in last week's VOLLEYBALL
games winning the two games they .played. First, they won an evenly
matched game against the Chi Os 36-29,..then later they defeated the
Pi Phis. Penny Crane and Jackie Bullock were high scorers. The Phi
Mus both won and lost a game winning from the Pi Phis 44-34 but
losing to the Chi Os 42-20. In the latter game Martha Hellen King made
the highest single score of sixteen for the week. In another close game
the Thetas found difficulty before defeating the Kappas 32-23. The Independents scored their first win in volleyball when they defeated the
Gamma Phis 41-34. The team to beat in volleyball seems to be the
Grads, made up of the faculty, staff, and alums. Last week they scored
their third and fourth victories by easily defeating the Phi Mus 50-16
and also the Kappas 43-27.
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SANDSPUR

Netters Down Florida; Osten,
Tars Tumble Tampa ROLLINS EI6HI Windham
BacU In Lineup
10 FACE W. 8 L
In Torrid Twin Tilt
Intramural Swim
The Rollins Tars defeated Tampa University last Saturday in a
doubleheader 7-2 and 7-0. John
Gray was the winning pitcher in
the opener and J i m Covello won
his second shutout of the year in
the nightcap. Bill Williams, veteran
Tar outfielder, returned to the lineup in the second game and led the
attack with three hits for four
trips to the plate. No official averages have been released this week.

THIS SftlUBDAy

Meet Due Soon

This Saturday, the Blue and Gold
is slated to face a Washington and
Lee shell way up thar in 0 1 ' VirKen Kowswell
ginny. The crew left Wednesday
morning on the Champion, and a r e Thi week the men's intramural
probably settling into one of the board will disclose the day of the
Generals' shells about now for a annual intramural swimming meet.
trial run.
All would be participants a r e asked
The last time Washington and
to g e t in condition this week. The
Lee met Rollins was on Lake Maitrules
a r e as follows:
land in the 1947 season. They gave
Swimming
last year's Varsity a game race,
the basis of enforced world law.
Instruction. — Instruction will
Some people say that we can- and a r e rumored to be very connot hope to have a world govern- fident as to the outcome this year. be given by Mr. Peeples upon lement until nations understand each The Tars will carry an unblemished ' quest.
other better and a r e willing to co- record with them, so we hope t h a t
operate. They add that you should the Blue and Gold can still outrank
List of Events
have peace at home, in your com- the Generals.
50-yard dash; lOO-yard free
The intramural total scores, which include the results-of basketball,
i
The latest addition to the crew style; diving (low board); 50-yard Number Two Man
munity, and in your country betennis, and riding a r e a s follows:
!
the sudden deluge of very noisy backstroke; 50-yard breast stroke; On The Tennis Totem Pole
fore yoil talk about world peace.
Theaa
367%
Last Saturday the Tars downed
Would these same people require blue and gold baseball caps, which 220-yard free style; 200-yard r e Kappa .
35614
will probably so overawe the op- lay (4 men, 50 yards each); plunge the University of Florida here 9-0.
the
citizens
of
Winter
Park
to
be
Pi Phi
277
Buddy Behrens was given a much
good, understanding, and cooper- position as to completely paralyze for distance.
Alpha Phi '.
259
needed rest after his trying tour 1
ative with each other before we them with our super-whammy brilChi 0
- 233
Rules
through the southland. Hank Oseven think of establishing the rule
Phi Mu
208
1. To become eligible for cham- ten and J. Windham returned to
of law and order for the commun-i rpi
i^ •
XJ„„«J
Ind
146
By Bill Gordon
pionship and entrance points an or- the Rollins lineup and made a
Gamma Phi __
102
The first round of the softball
ganization
must enter a t least one mighty iine showing. The players
men's GOLF team scored a victory over the Uni play has ended and the second
While the Rollins men's
J.
.
n .^1 , • ,
,'
(Continued from nage 2)
versity of Miami a t Dubsdred last week, Alice O'Neal and P u g Shaffer round has started. First round cate and mspire all with high moral j ^j,^ ^ ^ ^ j ^ -^ ^^^ ^^^p f^^, ^^e aver- man in each event with the excepSingles:
tion
of
diving.
This also includes
tried their skill in an extra match against Tommy Sullivan and Tommy honors were captured by Sigma Nu principles first, so that disputes | on.
^^^ Well,
^^ind',"
what
etc.DO
Okay,
theyI w
could
a n t ? goI
1. Larned
Parks, Miami's seventh and eighth players respectively. Probably the when they downed the Lamda Chi's would less likely be serious and Ibet you lie awake nights trying to entering a 4 man relay team.
2.
Buse
2.
An
organization
m
a
y
enter
most attracting element of this match was the dress of the two Miami 6-2 to make it five straight vic- athreaten
government
the continued
which might
existence
be set
of i j , . ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^^^^ i^^^, ^„i,^g^ „ ^ ^ 3 ,
3. Peeples
only two men in any one event.
And once the rule of law
boys. Both were wearing broad flat golf caps, bright striped tea shirts, tories. The Sigma Nu's found litpaper, and I think your hands a r e
4. B. Windham
3. An organization may enter
plus-fours (nickers), and knee length maroon socks. It was colorful and tle trouble in winning the first order is established, is it to be ex- tied unless the people speak up. I
5. N . Copeland
amusing and Wiost unusual for Dubsdread. You might say they were round and will probably find it easy pected that violations and violence say to the readers — Don't just sit only one relay team.
will never occur a t all? Why do
4. No man may participate in
6. J. Windham
wearing the new length. The results of the match gave Tommy Sullivan going this second half also.
there in the Center reading t h e
some think that the protection of
more than two events plus the r e - Doubles:
a seventy-five to Alice's eighty-one strokes and a margin of two up on
Sandspur
on
Thursdays
and
beef
This week we are going to stick law is all right up to the level of
each nine holes. P u g on the other hand scored one up on the first nine
lay.
Peeples-Buse
about it among yourselves. You cStn
over Parks but was two down on the second nine. Parks made a seventy- our neck out and do a little predict- nations, but shrink from the idea of
Lamed-Osten
5. Eligibility
rules
governing
ing on t>ie all-star team. We feel extending it to the international find Sandspur writers all over the
eight for eighteen holes, while Pug made a seventy-nine.
Windham-Windham
other sports also govern here.
that this is as good a time as any level? Because the idea is too much place. Tell them what you want,
Next Saturday, May first, about fifteen Rollins girls will represent to do this predicting.
and
—
what
you
don't
want.
What
in advance of the times? Quite the
Rollins in the ALL-SPORTS DAY a t Stetson. The following girls will
First let us predict t h a t Dick contrary, political organization is do you think this column is for
participate in the sports: Harriet Kirby, Norma Depperman, Janet
" F a t s " Darty of Lambda Chi will lagging far behind and steps must anyway? And, let me say one more
Patton, Mary Upthegrove, Marnee Norris, Ann Turley, Jackie Biggerbe selected as the league's leading be taken to bring it up to meet the thing. Everyone is waiting for
staff, lelden Marrow, Jean Clancy, Marge Reese, Yvonne Fulton, Dana
something to happen, and quick.
catcher. No other team this year requirements of these times.
Abbott, and Virginia Atkinson. Good luck to you all.
(Signed)
boast a catcher of Dick's abilAlso on the schedule in the near future is the intramural SWIMMING ity. His ability to capture the po- The average citizen may say that
Miss Cleaver in Clover
Next week's volleyball schedule includes:
meet. I t will be held a t the lakefront on May eight and will include sition on a Class " A " team in Or- this is all too complicated for him; P.S. Attention K. A.'s: Don't stay
so
what
can
he
do?
The
answer
is
both the girl's and the boy's intramural swimming competition.
Monday 4:15
'
Kappa vs Alpha Phi
home and study. Speak u p !
lando is evidence enough in his fathat the details are indeed too comMonday 5:00
Ind. vs Chi Omega
vor. Dick has been no slouch a t
plex for his consideration, but if
Wednesday 4:15
Gamma Phi vs Chi Omega
the plate, either.
will write to his Congressmen
Mile.
U
r
g
e
s
—
Wednesday
5:00
Theta vs Alpha Phi
Speaking of hitting, let us preupport House Concurrent Reso- i
(Continued from page 3)
Friday 4:15
Kappa vs Pi Phi
dict that Ralph Reed of Sigma Nu lution 59 and to his Senators to
ternational
Activities
^
Commission
Friday
5:00
Ind. vs Phi Mu
will lead the league in hitting and support Senate Concurrent ResoluRollins linksmen played their will be a t first base on the All-Star tion 24, he will be exercising a s of the U. S. National Student Association,
5
Bryant
Street,
Cambest
golf
of
the
year
last
Thursday
By virtue of a 6-2
Team. Ralph is another veteran much political action as the most
Lambda Chis last Thursday, the in downing a highly favored Miami softballer of the class " A " league astute intellectual. These resolu- bridge, Mass.ichusetts, is also an
Sigma Nus completed the first half team 17-10 at Bubsdread. Freshman in Orlando. Mr. R. R. is leading tions for our government's taking excellent source.
Tuition costs vary from $10 to
of intermural softball play unde- star Clyde Kelly and veteran Pete the league in home runs.
the lead in calling for a conference
feated. It was a "dog-eat-dog" Dye both had sub p a r rounds, firing
We can't predict much more this to revise the United Nations Char- $80, room and board from $15 to
pitchers battle all the way with 87 and 68 respectively. Bill O'Hara week, since we haven't observed ter to enable the United Nations to $35 a week. The present minimum
few balls reaching the outfield. The had a 73. Coach Schoonmaker's many outstanding ball players
enact, interpret, and enforce world cost of round-trip transportation is
law to prevent war. If the United $300. In addition you must buy
deciding point of the game was the boys left Friday for Athens, Geor- far this season. We hope to have
last half of the third inning when gia, to compete in the Southern decision on who is the best pitcher States leads, other nations will fol- passports, visas and allow for perIntercollegiate Which will be played
low. I do not have space here to list sonal and travel expenses abroad.
with two men on base, Sig:
the league next week.
quotations from their leaders to The Institute of International EdMcLeish poled a Texas Leaguer this week over the University of
prove this. As for the Russians, ucation advises students to allow a
double to right field to push-across Georgia course.
Saute Explains— '
when they are faced with the choice minimum of about $750 to cover
Results of Thursday's match:
two runs, and when the ball rolled
(Continued from page 1)
Dye and Goodwin lost to Syler support from it because world gov- of joining a world organization un- tfieir costs for the summer.
through outfielder
McMenemy's
der law or risking another war,
Transportation is still an indefinlegs, McLeish completed the circuit. and Sullivan 31/2-5%.
ernment cannot of itself produce
Kelly and Knaur beat Bessellink total peace is cruelly unfair. Peace who can say for certain what their ite factor. Last summer, two ships
Later in the game, the Sigs took
answer will be?
were set aside by the Maritime
advantage of two errors in the and Kay 9-0.
;he souls of men and in their
Commission a t the request of the
O'Hara and Robbins split with
Lambda Chi infield and shoved
ily relations have been the conA final remark is in order, lest
across two more runs. Ralph Reed's Keller and Mandley 41/2 - 4 y2.
cern of religious organizations for we be misunderstood. There is noth- Department of State for the transfluke home run in the fifth comlong time, and will continue to ing whatsoever in what we are ad- portation of students and academic
pleted the rout.
so. Industrial peace is in the vocating nor in the congressional personnel to and from Europe. It
"I SAY ; r s A NEW RECORD. DAVGHERir. A NEW RECORDl"
domain of domestic affairs.
The Lamdas tried hard to fire a
resolution just mentioned that de-'' is hoped even better arrangements
(Continued
from
page
2)
Peace
between nations is the nies the necessity of our country's will be made this year.
rally in the seventh, but it was
later
life,
that
is,
when
you're
an
Application accepted, housing arprime concern of world government keeping strong militarily until a
snuffed after they had
enterprising young member of the groups. We feel the urgency of the world government is established. ranged, visas and passports setwo runs.
acquisitive economy? And what solution to the problem now when Our strong contention is t h a t we ; cured, transportation settled and
When the teams enter sect
good is all that talke about i t ?
we realize what the weapons of will not prevent war by preparing i armed with about $750 and the
play on Monday, they will stand
0, we want something practical mass destruction can and will do in for it AND DOING NOTHING! dean's okay on transfer of credits.
follows:
Jantzen — Robert Bruce — Skipper
and red-blooded American. Like the next war. And so while grant- ELSE.
I
Team
Won
Lost
did we win that game with ing the value of the other three
Sigma Nu
5
Stetson after they made a whole components of total peace, we are
Lambda Chi
3
lot of points by painting things all bending our efforts to bring about
Independent
2
• our fair (^mpus ? It was prac- an international political organiza- C h a p e l C h o i r "X" Club
1
'INTER PARK
tical, I tell you. How are we going tion which will maintain peace on
^ Continued fr*
^1)
^f.A. . . .
2
to incorporate that kind of red- the basis of justice, and justice on
Prices — Matinee 44c
Delta Chi
0
blooded practicality into the RolEvening 50c — tax inc.
On May 1, the choir will oflfer
202 FARK AVKNUE
Plan ? Well, now . . . we'll mull
Continuous from 2:00 P. M.
t
a
n
t
thing
is,
we
beat
Stetson,
subscriptions
to
the
college.
These
Check these Records
that one over a bit. But the impordidn't we? Doesn't that establish formerly were restricted to the
Thursday-Friday-Saturday
us as the Notre Dame of the south? choir, alumnae of the choir, and
The hell with Harvard.
sponsors. The issue of albums will
The true and terrific story
The Pioneer Cleaners of Winter Park
Yours effluvially,
of the Treasury's tough guys
be limited ,and those wishing to
Alfred Porkchop
obtain them a r e urged to secure
"T-MEN"
Erehwon Jaundice
eservation blanks from the chapel
Starring
Elmer Zilch
office.
A Particular Place for Particular People
Dennis O'Keefe - June Lockha

IPREDICI--

ity? Would it be necessary to edu- J Thundering Heard—

Girls' Volley Ball Schedule

Sigs UndeFeated Rollins Linksmen
A t Halfway Mark Down Miami 17-10

What's The Reason—

qk

Bathing Trunks and
Leisure Shorts
. $2.95 up

R. C. BAKER

\

"• «'ff.««t«^>''"'
,..f::^.>-"
'H^

UNIVERSAL CLEANERS

Handicraft Studio

SEE NEIGHBOR
FOR ALL YOUR

211 East Welbourne Ave.

AUTOMOTIVE
NEEDS

Gifts
For All Occasions
Lovely Bernates and
Minerva Yarns
Argyle Packs — Needles
Books & Instructions

121 West Park Ave.
Sunday and Monday

Phone 197

Dynamite Drama . . . in the powder keg city of the F a r East

Free Parking on West Park Ave.

Alan Ladd - Veronica Lake

AT PEGRAM'S

SHELL STATION
PARK & FAIRBANKS

"SAIGON"
—added—
Latest Issue of March of Time
showing

Jack and Gene say
"Meet Me At The Tepee"
FEATURING

The SANDSPUR BOOK SHOP
Give Mother a Book on Mother's Day
opp. Colony Theatre

If you can't pick it, send a Give-A-Book Certificate
and let Mother clioose her own book

JIMMIE THOMAS

Tuesday and Wednesdav
From the lips of the girl in his

AT T H E PIANO

arms came the whispered secret
. . . too late to brighten the dark
of heartbreak!

"THE

lEPEE CLUB

LONG NIGHT"
starring

Henry Fonda
Barbara Bel Geddes
Vincent Price - Ann Dvorak

947 Orange Ave.
PHONE 231R

WINTER PARK

